
Step 1: Use a Phillips micro screwdriver that seats firmly into 
screw head. If screwdriver tip “rolls” or is easily unseated from 
screw head, screw may strip! Apply firm pressure and turn 
slowly (counterclockwise) to remove screws (A).

Tip: Take your Astrojax® to a hardware store to find 
proper screwdriver size.   
 
Step 2: Pull apart both halves of the Astrojax® 
shell. Be careful not to allow switch (H) and switch 
pad (G) to fall out. 
 
Step 3: Using a Flathead (slotted) micro 
screwdriver (or groove of Phillips), gently 
pry up outside battery tab (C) - bend only 
90˚. While prying up tab, apply pressure to 
top of battery compartment - this will keep 
entire compartment from bending upwards.  
 
Step 4: Take visual note of placement of 
batteries (B): From backside (inner side) of 
battery compartment using small screwdriver, 
gently push on battery to remove. 
 
Step 5: So that battery fits snugly in compartment, 
carefully bend down center battery tab (I) 
slightly (around 15˚). 
 
Step 6: Insert new batteries: positive side 
up, negative side down. Batteries should be 
very snug.
 
Step 7: Carefully bend outside tabs (C) 
down to keep batteries securely in place.
 
Step 8: Reassemble Astrojax® shells. Be sure to align on/off switch 
pad (G) with switch contact (E) (located below center battery).    
 
Step 9: Wash hands thoroughly to clean off any possible battery 
corrosion. Resume playing and Happy Orbiting! 
 
Video Tutorial Online: 
Search YouTube with key words “Astrojax Battery Tutorial”

Need Astrojax Batteries? 
Ask your Astrojax® retailer to stock Astrojax® batteries today!
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CARING FOR YOUR 
LIGHT-UP ASTROJAX®

TURNING ON YOUR LIGHT-UP ASTROJAX®

HOW LONG SHOULD MY BATTERIES LAST?

Use tip of docking station (J) or tip of ball point 
pen to cycle through LED settings by gently 
pressing in the recessed on/off switch (H):

Even if you play with your Astrojax® frequently, you can have weeks or even months of 
play time. But leaving the lights on for hours at a time will cause the batteries to expire 
prematurely. After modest play time (25-45 minutes), give your Astrojax® a break! 
Allowing them to rest for 20-30 minutes will extend battery life significantly. 
 
Note: Sometimes static electricity builds up on the string and causes the middle ball 
to turn off and on during play. Simply rub an anti-static dryer sheet on the string to 
alleviate this issue.  

Join the Astrojax® community! 
Get tips, watch videos, learn tricks!

Continuous Mode
Push once for a 
continuous mode, 
which leaves a linear 
trail of light.

Strobe Mode
Push twice for strobe 
mode (disco), which 
leaves a dotted effect. 
Note: Strobe effect is only 
visible when balls are in motion.
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